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Farmers, Own Your Own 
Threshing Outfit for the 

Sake of Your Farm
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ERE is something new in Ont-H The third benefit is that you 
ario—a farm threshing ma- control your threshing. Suppose 
chine at about the cost of a this machine does (which it will not) 

self binder. This machine is just pass wheat out with the straw. You 
suited to a small farm.

If you have a threshing outfit you 
do nearly anything desirable, 

and thresh at any time, as you need 
straw or grain.

It is well known that when you 
sell your grain as “ beef, you get 
nearly double price for your crop, 
and retain fertilizer for your land as 
well.
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It will pay can instantly stop and fix it. And 
you to get it. There are hundreds of you can fix it right. With a threshing 
New England and New York farm- outfit at your place for a day, there 
ers who would never think of allow- is no stopping for such a loss. They 
ing a community machine on their whizz your barley and wheat and 
place. They use machines like this.

fl
oats right through, as fast as they 
can feed it. The lost grain doubles 

Supposing you owned such a ma- the actual cost of threshing tolls, 
chine as this The first benefit is : The private machine we illustrate
You are absolutely independent of keeps your farm free from weeds, 
the community outfit, and have no The township outfits distribute wild 
tolls to pay for threshing. In a year oats from a tenant farm five miles 
or two your tolls will amount to the away to yours. You know what a 
whole cost of this machine anyhow. “ clean up ” is on one of these com- 
In every community there are men munity threshing outfits. Sieves 
who have grown rich off these tolls crammed with wild oats. Somebody 
paid with your money and the money takes a broom on them for about 4
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For the “mixed farmer, this 

threshing outfit from the Page Wire 
Fence Co., is always “ on the job. 
You can divide your threshing over 
the winter months exactly as you 
need straw, for roughage or bedding. 
This straw will be dry, clean, and in 
perfect condition.
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kor the “grain” farmer, this outfit 
permits threshing at any time what
ever, with the harvest field hands 
operatives. This means either the 
high early market prices for 
wheat or other advantages, 
can realize on 
delay.
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R5 fMT How to Go About Getting 

a Farm Threshing 
Machine from us
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of your neighbors. And that Write us a letter, telling the size ofseconds per sieve. A “ cleanmoney
was earned easier by them than by 
you.

I up ” is
a joke—but it is a costly joke for Y°ur farm, and whether you have a 
youi farm. A 25% stand of weeds farm engine or a horse-power outfit 
m your crop means working 100 Tell us what you farm-whether 
acres and paying taxes on 100 acres specialize in stock feeding 
and hauling crop off 100 acres to get straight <$r • r ^
returns on only 75 acres of actual Straight grain farmer-
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5 ou get a second benefit from this 

machine, bought from the Page Wire 
hence Co. This benefit is that you 
can thresh when you like. Suppos
ing you have a wheat yield in a 
rainy year. The wheat runs heavily 
to straw. Your neighbors arc in the 
same fix.

you 
or are a

harvest.
We will tell you the size machine you 

Get one of these private threshing need, what it will cost, how 
outfits this year. It will have paid hands are needed, 
tor it sell m a year or two. You will 
be independent. You can really 
eradicate weeds from your farm, 
because new weeds will not be 
brought to your farm. Your farm 
crops may increase by as much as 
one-quarter, and your yearly cash 
piotits will tend to increase by 
much as one-half by cutting
present wastes, hasty threshing, and 
tolls.

many
what the threshing 

will be in duration for your size of farm 
We will give you all information.

The one or two threshing 
outfits travelling your township 
speed up their machines to the limit, 
on account of the heavy straw. This 
fast threshing loses your wheat. 
This is a very big proportionate loss 

your profit. It is exactly the
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SEP:-- This offer will not 
Write us NOW on this proposition.

appear again.mM
Oil

Get in a position of independence as 
as regards your harvesting. Adopt the

out

mine as paying taxes on an acre 
two,

oriS plowing, harrowing, seeding, 
rolling, cutting on that acn 
then throwing it away.

custom of your farmer friends south 
of Lake Ontario.
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It has paid them,

and will pay you, too.
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